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doubt that the names 'EpexOevs and *Ep'X~
OOVLOS belong together. The form 'Epix&'eos,
which occurs twice on the Parian stone,1

has been held to supply the link. Yet it
seems very hazardous to build upon an
isolated form in an inscription of that kind.
I t would be quite a different thing if it
occurred on a stone concerning a local cult,
where primitive forms may be expected to
be preserved. . I t is safer to regard this
spelling as an error, not as a survival. This
however does not affect the truth of the
connexion of Erechtheus with Erichthonios.
But the question has been obscured by
the unsatisfactory and, as it seems to
me, impossible derivation which has been
accepted for 'Epi\66vuK. The old man of
the sea, aiVios yepwv, could never have been
called *epi-a\ios; nor could a heavenly deity
be called *«pi-oupawos. And it would be
equally absurd to call a chthonian deity, or
an earthborn god, ipi-^OovuK: he must be
either ^dvtos or not; there are no degrees.
It follows that lpi)(06vios is not formed from
X#ovios with the prefix cpi-, but is formed
from *iplxOwv. The clue to the signification
is given by the identity of Erectheus with

Die attische Autochthonensage, which waa reviewed by
Miss Harrison above, vol. xii. p. 172 sqq. But the
conclusion of these scholars does not exclude the
possibility of a stage still further back, in which
Erechtheus and Xrichthonios though closely con-
nected were not quite the same.

1 Marmor Parivm, 24 and 27.

Poseidon; for we know the relation of
Poseidon to the earth; it is expressed in the
epithets aeia-CxOmv, kvocrixOutv. We can hardly
doubt that the designation of Poseidon from
which epix^dv-ios was formed had the same
meaning; and we can easily derive it from
ipex0<o-x^><ov 'earth-river ' (from ipex&u>),
one of those common lightened forms, like

S
p , p p X f ,

£ijs, &c.2 For the form of the com-
pound, compare such forms as dpx«roA.is,
dpxcXaos, 'AyeA.aos, <fcc.

'EptxOevs then is a Kurzname for this
designation of Poseidon.8 Erichthonios,
which should have been Er«chthonios, got
its i from the false and most natural
derivation ipi + x&°vl°s- Moreover, . it
meant originally not Erechtheus, but 'of
Erechtheus'—a patronymic. And if Erich-
thonios was the son of Poseidon-Erechtheus,
we have a new starting-point for the de-
velopment of the myths. Or is it possible
that the Erichthonian was, first of all, the
snake of Erechtheus, who would, from an-
other aspect, be Erechtheus himself?

J. B. BURY.

2 In tbe case of these syllabic reductions it is the
second, not the first, of the two similar syllables that
generally falls out; and this is natural, aa one can
learn by vocal experiment, aptpopevs is 4/i^xi-
<p> opevs, not a/j.<tpi>tpopevs.

3 Like Oiveis for Oiv6/J.aos, &c.
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As a record of the MSS. readings and of the
sources of emendations of the MSS., this
edition of the Tauric Iphigeneia is greatly
superior to any of its predecessors, and
may with some confidence be pronounced
final. It is needless to say that great weight
attaches also to the editor's judgment in
the constitution of the text.

As in his Aeschylus, he puts at the foot of
the page, along with the discarded MSS.
readings, such variants as are either adopted
in the text or have gone near to be so. In
an appendix follow such conjectures- as

in Wecklein's judgment are worthy of
record, though ' minus probabiles.'

As to the MSS., which for this play were
collated by Prinz, the original editor of the

, series, Wecklein follows Vitelli (for this
play, as for the Electra, the Helena, the
Suppliees, the Heraclidae and the Here. Fur.)
in denying to P (as to its complementary
part G) any independent authority. He
says P is a copy of L. His reason is that in
ten passages where P has a mistake, the
right letter is so written in L as to look like
the wrong one which P has. This, however,
is not absolutely conclusive, for, either P may
have erred (and P is very apt to err) inde-
pendently of L's indistinctness, or the
original from which both copied may have
been indistinct too. On the other hand, to
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pass over smaller points, at v. 1006 P ends a
line TO. &e ywaucos dxr$evrj, where L has TO. 8e
yvvaiK&v ao-Oevrj, and after v. 1441 L alone has
the line (first discovered by Musgrave in a
Paris copy of L) :

T W vvv irapovTtav irrj/xaTOiv

Most modern editors follow Markland in
pronouncing this line spurious. I t is hard
to believe that the very fallible scribe of P
should have been able to correct L when he
offended against Porson's canon, and have
been so prematurely sceptical as to rival
Markland's critical acumen. I t is con-
ceivable that yuvaucos for yuvaocfiv (the mv in
an. abbreviation) is a lucky accident, but
chance cannot account for the omission of
the spurious line. The question, however,
though difficult, is of ho great importance.
In no passage in this play at all events
would its decision one way or other affect
the constitution of the text.

I t is perhaps worth notice that in many
instances late corrections of L (marked I by
Wecklein) were evidently made from the
Aldine edition. This will be clear to any-
one who compares (e.g,) the readings of I on
p. 21 of this edition with those of the Aldine
text (cp. also on vv. 579, 636, 1121, 1138,
and 1232).

The following readings adopted by Weck-
lein are among the novelties of this edition;
300 -n-eXavov \p) for ireXayos, 355 cmjyay'
(M, Haupt) for dmjyay', 364 ?Xe£a (Paley)
for Aeyouo-a, 391 ouSev (Nauck) for ovdeva,
409 IKCXVUV (?) (Stadtmuller) for iTrA
444 ikixOiura (I, i.e. Aid.) for iX
813 TJKOWT a xpwijs apvoi rjv vtiKq iripi
(Mekler) for TjKova-a and TJVLK rjv, 815
Xpi/Mrrg (Editor) for Ka/xirrg (the last two
emendations show that the editor does nat.
err by being too conservative), 875 Tre\iict<os
(Reiske) for iroXccos, 943 iftfuivr) (Weil) for
ivOtv [loi, 957 [icToo-Teva&o (Editor) for piya
a-revatfo, 1059 trowo/urn (Editor) for ovyyoiiov,
1106 5 iroAXot SaKpvwv A.i/3as a.. .enrtaev (sug-
gested, but not adopted by the Editor) for 3>
7roXX<u...Xi|SdSes (u...iire(rov, 1242 fidreip' (?)
(Editor) for p.dr>]p, 1321 6\dfav (?) (Ed.)
for o-e ixii^ov, 1420 i) V (Ed.) for j). I t may
also be noticed that Wecklein writes KXimu-
lirjorpa., Travray^Q, Upta (priestess), efaiperos
and not ê aipeTos, 2nd sing, of primary midd.
and pass, tenses in jj, elvexa for o!r«a as
a preposition, a rough breathing to mark
crasis where the second word began with
one.

The only misprint I have observed is on
p. 7, 9 from bottom, where vSpaiov p should
be vBpcuov P.

E. B. ENGLAND.

ZACHER ON THE KNIGHTS OF ARISTOPHANES.

Aristophanessttidien, von KONBAD ZACHER.
Erstes Heft: Anmerkungen zu Aris-
tophanes' Rittern. Leipzig, 1898. Pp. 147,
Price 5 Mk.

IN 1897 Professor Zacher of Breslau pub-
lished a second edition of A. von Yelsen's text
of the Equites with full critical apparatus.
He has now issued this volume mainly for
the purpose of explaining or defending his
view of passages where he had altered
Velsen's reading. Velsen held that even our
best manuscripts give a corrupt text: his judg-
ment, especially in making conjectures of his
own, was unfortunately not very good: and
Zacher's more conservative treatment will be
satisfactory to most scholars. I t is noticeable
that in several passages he has become more
conservative since 1897: for instance he
now keeps in 213 ravff airtp irowts, where
TCLVO' bad been adopted by several editors from
Lentirig and Cobet. This is a minute point:
but Zacher's discussion makes the manu-

script reading seem the more likely one.
Again in 423 he very properly withdraws
the objections he formerly had to el 8' ow
tSot TIS avTwv : it is very strange that any
objection should ever have been raised: if
there is a sentence in all Greek literature
where the peculiar sense of tl S* ovv is exactly
in point, it is this.

The pleasure of reading such notes as
those on lines 9, 66,174, 292,503, 872, where
Prof. Zacher gives the plain and sensible
explanation of the Greek which is ample de-
fence for the old readings, is naturally mixed
with some wonder at the perverseness or
ignorance which has made such a defence
necessary. So on 814 he gives the right
explanation of liroojo-tv ri)v iroXiv r)/jmv fiearijv
evpoiv brixeiXr): «rix«iXijs means something
short of /teen-OS, as Pollux plainly says and as
Paley pointed out on Agam. 790. (One is sur-
prised to find eirixeiXifc still rendered brimful,
and xnrepxeiXqs running over, in Laddell and
Scott.)


